
On 10 June 2018, 100 years after the passing 
of the Act that first granted women the vote, 
four mass-participation events will take place 
in Belfast, Cardiff, Edinburgh and London.  
PROCESSIONS will see women from all walks 
of life come together to mark this historic 
moment.
Details of the banner making will be an-
nounced in the WAA eBulletin.
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The theme of The Uncredited Woman prompted a 

fantastic range of responses from WAA members 

resulting in a thought provoking exhibition. It challenged 

me to write authentically; I felt perturbed having not 

identified my own uncredited woman but through a 

process of reflection on what I saw and read, I have 

been able to identify my own uncredited woman who is 

documented at the end of this article. 

Each artwork was as individual as the women 

participants, reflecting multi-faceted experiences 

and emotions, materials and styles; documentary, 

impressionistic and conceptual.   

Homage was made to a landscape painter whose style 

and use of materials was celebrated. Another yellow 

and blue painting depicted a woman at her wardrobe, 

it wittily presented us with the daily decision of what to 

wear!

Women from the fields of science and technology 

that were overshadowed included early computer 

programmers from WW2. The life model was celebrated 

in two drawings with wording about their significant role 

in art history whilst reminding us of the continuing poor 

working conditions they face today.

A photographic portrait gave pause for contemplation of a vibrant woman facing the challenges of 

caring for an elderly parent whilst managing her own health needs. Some of the work addressed 

injustices from history but also in evidence were some stark reminders of continuing terrible and 

violent abuses in the 21st century. 

Rose Davies (Rosie Scribblah) exhibited a black and white screen print depicting Camille Claudel, a 

French sculptor from the Belle Epoch. Accompanying information described how Claudel specialised 
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In November 2017 the Women’s Arts Association held an 
exhibition at Llanover Hall, The Uncredited Woman.  The 
members produced works inspired by stories of women who 
have not been noticed or fully credited for their work. 

Ella Edwards reviewed the exhibition.

Gale Rogers
Political Cartoon

THE UNCREDITED WOMAN
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THE UNCREDITED WOMAN
in the nude figure but was also known 

as Auguste Rodin’s mistress. However, 

Claudel provoked gendered censorship 

and her family became scandalised, 

having her committed to a psychiatric 

institution, where she remained until her 

death some thirty years later. It is difficult 

to fully understand the reality of this 

woman’s life today but sadly and all too 

often, confinement was the answer in 

situations where a woman was deemed 

unfit for society, repeated many times.

This story resonated with me: in the 1930s 
a great aunt on my father’s side, Freda, 
suffered a similarly long incarceration 
in a psychiatric institution following 
what I believe was a severe post-natal 
depression. Her husband left her taking 
their son and building a new life. Despite 
coming from a large family, the stigma of 
mental illness was too great for them and 
she remained institutionalised until her 
death in the 1970s. I know about Freda 
because my mum, outraged, visited 
her and kept her memory alive to me. 
Freda became a synonym for fear and 
misunderstanding to me growing up. I 
now know that she was the victim of a 
cruel and sadly ignorant society. Writing 
and reflecting on The Uncredited Woman 
has prompted me to delve into this 
dormant memory and so opening a tiny 

window on the life of Freda. Thank you.

Jilly Hicks

Cheing-Shuing Wu

Rose Davies
Camille Claudel 

(French, Symbolist, 1864 – 1943)



Three choices for the uncredited women.

This is not a Welshcake by Gayle Rogers

This ‘political cartoon’ is part of a triptych featuring female party leaders Teresa May, Nicola Sturgeon 

and Leanne Wood, as a reaction to the condescending way female politicians are often discussed or 

presented in the media. 

This piece responds to how Wood is regularly demeaned for her ‘welshness’. Its direct reference to 

Magritte’s ‘Ceci n’est pas une pipe’ suggests the media’s representation of Wood is superficial and 

misrepresentative.

Chosen by Jilly Hicks

Cheing-Shuing Wu 

The Wu experiment was a nuclear physics experiment conducted in 1956 by the Chinese American 

physicist Chien-Shiung Wu. The experiment’s purpose was to establish whether or not conservation 

of parity (P-conservation), also applied to weak interactions. In 1956 Cheing designed and conducted 

an experiment to compare the distribution of gamma and electron emissions with the nuclear spins 

in opposite orientations. Wu used a sample of radioactive Cobalt -60 cooling it with liquid gasses 

proving that the hypothetical “law of conservation of parity” was invalid. Tsung-Dao Lee and Chen-

Ning Yang, proposed the experiment and  both received the Nobel Prize while Wu’s role of discovery 

was not publicly honoured until 1978 with the inaugural Wolf Prize.  

Chosen by Rose Davies / Rosie Scribblah

Camille Claudel (French, Symbolist, 1864 – 1943) 

One of the first female artists of the Belle Epoch, this tragic sculptor is often overshadowed by her 

affair with Rodin.  Untypically for the time, she specialised in the nude in sculpture; much of her work 

attracted public outrage, leading to gendered censorship. Her lifestyle and art scandalised her family, 

who had her committed to a mental institution in 1913, where she spent the rest of her life.

THE UNCREDITED WOMAN

For more member information visit www.womensarts.co.uk
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The Women’s Arts Association annual celebratory International Women’s Day 
Exhibition in Barry at Art Central opens on Sat 10th March 12 - 2.00 pm,  The 

exhibiton runs until Sat 28th April.
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FEELING THEIR WAY

Jacqueline Alkema, Mabli Jen Eustace, Llinos Thomas.

On show at Bay Art Gallery in Cardiff  in November 
2017 was the work of three painters brought together 
by the gallery’s director Philip Nicol, a painter himself. 
Nicol’s eye for the formal language of painting is much 
in evidence here, not only in his choice of artworks 
but also in their curation. A seamless momentum is 
achieved between very different styles and approaches 
so that each group of paintings is both distinctive and 
connected by comparison with others. This exhibition 

is as much about the language and process of painting 
as it is about the subjects that each artist puts into play. 

Llinos Thomas’ refers to her paintings as nature 
vivant – neither nature morte nor tableau vivant in the 
photographic sense, but more of a hybrid. Thomas 
sets out to subvert conventional notions of still life as 
the representation of passive objects. Instead, she 
says, her objects have a life within the picture: “… 
they move around the picture plane and interact with 

abstract shapes”. This has the effect of transforming 
them into active subjects, sometimes recognisable, at 
others times, ambiguous. I was intrigued to be told by 
Alkema that Thomas constructs some of her models 
expressly for the purpose of painting. Some are even 
crocheted, though once painted, little remains of any 
sense of cosy craft. Even given the vibrant colours, the 
playful brushwork and the abundance of large patches 
of glitter, there is only the smallest suggestion of whimsy 
in these paintings. Instead, Thomas’ active subjects 
give off a sense of pent up energy. There is darkness 
and disturbance in them as they lurk between the 
flamboyant patches; things boil beneath the surface.

Jacqueline Alkema’s Bridal Suite is a series of four 
paintings of plump, pouting, porcelain-skinned girl-
brides dressed to the nines in white frocks, with each 
one slightly squashed into her frame. They have the 
innocence of first communicants until you look up 
close. There you discover that they have been sponged, 
washed, scrubbed and stroked, much as a body might 
be. Ominously, there is also scratching, scraping and 
marking to be seen. Blood red and loosely drawn hands 
float in front of one such figure; her lips sewn up. In 
another, there is the suggestion of a translucent ruff (the 
metaphorical millstone around the neck). To achieve the 
backgrounds in these paintings Alkema rolls on a variety 
of dark translucent pigments that eventually achieve the 
dense blackness required to lend a sense of fragility to 
her figures. With the alternate applications of these dark 
glazes and the whites of the diaphanous taffeta and 
taut skin, indistinct edges emerge so that the figures 
appear to breathe. Other paintings of Alkema’s pursue 
similar themes of rites of passage and autobiographical 
experiences, each poignantly suggested by their 
title. Some of these, such as in the series Handmaid, 
trust even more to the serendipity and suggestibility 
of process. By way of further insight into the artist’s 
working practice, the exhibition also includes a small 
selection of Alkema’s drawings. Here, with the lightest of 
touches, she delicately coaxes figures out of the gloom 
with chalk, tissue and pastel. 

While Alkema’s paintings draw heavily on inscribed 
memory and Thomas’ on observation, abstraction and 
free association, Mabli Jen Eustace’s paintings make 
use of photographs she has taken of herself. She cuts 
and reconstructs these images into a multiplicity of views 
and movements. The resulting collages become the 
compositional source for her paintings. Unlike Alkema, 

MEMBER’S EXHIBITION

Jacqueline Alkema
Those Hands That Do Dishes 2015

Oil on panel, 
41 x 47cm 



MEMBER’S EXHIBITION
whose figures emerge during the process 
of painting, Eustace plots her compositions 
on the canvas with ink and pencil before 
embarking on a work. Her paintings are 
complex, ambiguous and full of movement. 
To achieve this, effective use is made of a 
narrow range of complementary colours 
and their variable saturation. Combined 
with the inventive layering of a variety of 
opaque and translucent marks, this causes 
her paintings to vibrate and shimmer. 
The paintings in the exhibition are large, 
including some ‘six footers’; their effect is 
immersive. Eustace makes use of all these 
ploys to confuse and delay recognition 
of her subjects; the viewer is left unsure 
whether form or content predominate. 
There is feeling here, not psychological in 
the manner depicted in the paintings of 

Alkema and Thomas, but rather in the artist’s familiarity with the articulation of her own body, both as model and 
painter. There is certainly a sureness of expressive gesture deriving from both. Eustace is an exceptionally talented 
young painter who understands, even at this early stage in her career, the wider community of painters to which 
she belongs and from whom she can learn. 

All three painters share an expressive approach to painting, one that is coupled with introspection, introversion 
and intimacy. All appear mindful of artistic debts to predecessors and contemporaries. And though I am being 
speculative and selective here, I sense that these seem to range between painters as far apart in time and place 
as the loosely-worked monochromatic portraits of 
Frans Hals and Marlene Dumas in Alkema’s painting 
to the complex interactions between figure and plane 
in paintings by Umberto Boccioni, Cecily Brown, and 
Jenny Saville in Eustace’s. In Thomas’ nature vivants, 
despite her protestations, there appears to be a debt 
to expressionist painters of still life such as Alexej von 
Jawlensky and perhaps also to Howard Hodgkin’s 
abstractions of things remembered. But what most 
impresses here is that the paintings in this exhibition 
are sentient and sensuous responses to women’s life 
experiences, afflictions and self-reflection. This is a 
show that will surely appeal to painters and the wider 
public alike.

© Frances Woodley

For more member information visit www.womensarts.co.uk
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Llinos Thomas
Untitled

34.5 x 42.5 cm

Mabli Jen Eustace
Mountains Move

150 x 120 cm
Oil on canvas

http://culture.cumru/featurearticles_105051.html



AN ARTIST’S MUSES
My Muses by Rose Davies (Rose Scribblah)

I am a female feminist artist who works within a 
traditional studio-based set-up with professional 
life models. Back in October I exhibited a sequence 
of animated digital drawings of some of the female 
models I work with, shown at FiLiA 2017, a national 
feminist conference and art show in London. 
Artists’ models are rarely given the recognition they 

deserve, it’s not an easy job. There’s more to it than 
just sitting still, they also inspire us. The women I 
work with are older, middle-aged, younger; large 
and small; black and white; a student, a teacher, 
a soldier, an artist, a stay-at-home-mother, a free 
spirit; retired, employed and unemployed; from all 
walks of life. They have one thing in common – they 
are my Muses. 
The work is made up of life drawings that I’ve 

done on my Samsung Galaxy Note 8 tablet with 
a Markers app. I’ve been hitting the ‘Save’ button 
frequently, every few seconds, to build up a record 
of the drawings as they progress and then edited 
them together in Adobe Premiere Pro. I have a love/
hate relationship with digital drawing but it really 
comes into its own for animation.  
I am so lucky to be able to work with such 

exceptional women. It’s the first time I have 
exhibited something like this and it’s motivated me 
to do more. It has the potential to reach far more 
people than presenting traditional 2-dimensional 
artwork in glazed frames on pristine white walls in 
a forbidding and exclusive gallery space. It offers 
the opportunity to democratize the enjoyment of art 
and to being these unsung heroines of the art world 
to wider public attention.

FiLiA is a women-led, volunteer organisation with 
charitable status. At the centre of FiLiA’s work is 
an annual conference that showcases the work 
of researchers, NGOs, campaigners, artists and 
individuals who focus on improving the world for 
women and girls.
https://filia.org.uk/welcome/
@FiLiArtivism
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Tonya (top)

Chrissie (bottom)
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REVIEWS
St Petersburg 2017: A few women artists

Dilys Jackson

To go to St Petersburg to see the works in The 

Hermitage Museum has always been on my 

wish list for many years. It contains thousands 

of artworks and many more vases  and other 

precious objects.

Recently I went with some 

members of the Contemporary 

Art Society for Wales. We 

were guided to most places 

and most places were palaces 

(there are 300 in the city) 

with complex parquet floors, 

gilded walls and ceilings, huge 

chandeliers and paintings 

of  tsars and empresses and 

victorious battles. There were 

enormous gilded vases of jade 

and marble and malachite. 

There were mirrors and silken  

drapes and wall coverings of 

vivid greens, reds and blues. 

There were vast red carpeted 

staircases and huge marble 

pillars.  

My aim was to see what was most precious 

in my eyes, the Leonardos and the Rembrandt 

(Return of the Prodigal Son). We did not see the 

Rosa Bonheur works nor the Vigee-Lebrun Self 

Portrait to name but few. Then, as we passed 

through one particular opulent salon I saw over 

by a window on a plinth a sculpture that seemed 

completely out of place there, it was, I was sure, a 

Louise Bourgeois. I went to see and sure enough 

it was. It is a marble called Study for Nature. That 

it was a work made in our lifetime and that it was 

strange and simple were in remarkable contrast to 

its surroundings.  Why was it there? I  found that 

at the Hermitage there had been a retrospective 

exhibition of  Louise Bourgeois’s 

work in 2001 (the first major 

exhibition in Russia of a US 

artist), including a number of 

her enormous Maman spiders 

in the courtyard and in Palace 

Square outside the Hermitage.

I was keen to go to the recent 

wing of the Hermitage which is 

opposite and across the Palace 

Square (vast) and takes up half 

of The General Staff Building. 

It houses the Hermitage 

collection of works of more 

recent times such as European 

and 20th Century art including 

works of  Russian artists such 

as Malevich. The vast interior 

courtyard had been glazed over 

in much the same way as at the British Museum. 

The walls were white and all was simple. Those 

of us who went were on our own. It was a joy, 

there were no guides and no gildings. The two 

Matisse’s dancers were so exciting to see as 

were a number of his portraits which I had not 

seen in reproduction.  I was hoping to see works 

by Natalia Goncharova and Alexandra Exter. 

Louise Bourgeois
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REVIEWS
Eventually at the State Russian Museum of Art we 

did see more works by women artists. There were 

works by Russian artists such as Ilya Mashkev  

Lady with Pheasants, and Maria Fedorovna. The 

Goncharova The Evangelists was a huge set of 

four larger than life-size figures, which had been 

withdrawn when first exhibited as the exhibition 

was called ‘The Donkey’s Tail’. I was startled by 

their scale.  However as both Alexander Exter and 

Goncharova worked in Russia, Paris, Moscow 

and Venice, often for theatrical performances and 

on making political street paintings, large sized 

works must have been part of their repertoire. 

Diagilev had been very influential in getting 

Russian artists to work for him in Paris and he 

also arranged for exhibitions of their work in that 

city, introducing them to Picasso, Gertrude Stein 

amongst others. Both artists worked for him and 

they belonged to, and were famously leaders, in 

some of the very many schools and groupings 

of artists in Russia such as Suprematists, Cubo-

Futurists, Primitivists, Constructivists and so on 

and on. 

Finally we went to a private museum called 

Erarta which contains over 2000 works of 

contemporary Russian art. Even there there were 

far more works by male artists than by female 

artists.

There is a Goncharova work in the National 

Museum and Gallery of Wales.

In Response to Gillian Ayres

Ella Edwards

Anyone who visited the Gillian Ayres exhibition 

this summer was treated to a wonderful display 

of her work spanning from 1957 to 1989 and 

included a small number of works on paper. It 

could not fail to deeply impress which is reflected 

in the feedback received by WAA members 

Jocelyn Kynch and Jacqueline Alkema.  

I was startled on my first visit, having just left the 

quietly beautiful Chinese bird and flower paintings 

of Nature’s Song downstairs. It could have been 

the effect of the climb up the staircase but I had to 

sit down immediately on entering the gallery; the 

monumental scale of Ayres’ 1980s paintings and 

their bold colours had the effect of knocking me 

out! The effect was visceral; my heart pounded 

and my brain fizzed with the surge of adrenaline. 

The cause of this excitement? I am particularly 

susceptible to impasto and here it was in glorious 

technicolour. Calypso (1985), a square painting 

full of kingfisher blue, magenta and fiery orange. 

It is full of marks, scrapes and daubs. There is 

an excitement in seeing the furrows made by the 

hand pushing and pulling thick layers of paint. It 

is a sharing in the physicality and act of painting, 

generous painting, stimulating all your senses.

Jocelyn Kynch found herself entranced by these 

paintings, their dynamism and rhythms. “I could 

look at these paintings without coming to a 

The Women’s Arts Association annual celebratory International Women’s 
Day Exhibition in Llanover Hall, Cardiff opens on Friday 9th March

6.00 - 8.00pm. The exhibiton runs until Sat 23rd March
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finish”. I speculate that Jocelyn was responding 

to the shapes contained within the paintings: 

crescents, circles, rectangles and triangles. 

Often a wide band of colour painted at the edge 

of the canvas acted as a frame, leading the eye 

back into the maelstrom of paint. Jocelyn, to fully 

appreciate these paintings walked away to see the 

whole and returned for her closeup enjoyment- 

‘’looking up into the paint, almost trying to get 

within the layers’’. Layers indeed! Jacqueline 

Alkema puzzled over how the quantities of paint 

were afforded “It looks like she used whole tubes 

of colour “.

 We are not privy to the financial details or 

sources of funding from this time but we are 

told that Ayres had stopped teaching and sold 

her London home to move to Llaniestyn, North 

Wales in 1981. The decade that followed was 

a time of sumptuous painting for Ayres, her 

relationship with the region since the 1950s was 

evident in displayed photographs. Photographs 

of mountainous landscapes were on display, one 

from 1954 shows Ayres standing next to a cairn 

topped precariously with small rocks, perhaps 

placed by her own hand; a small act precipitating 

the physicality of paintings about this same 

landscape decades later. 

Upstairs, the painting Brood (1962) reminded me 

of the work of Helen Frankenthaler, American 

Abstract Expressionist recognised for developing 

the soak-stain technique 10 years earlier. Any 

discussion of likely transatlantic awareness and 

influence is for another time. The paintings from 

the 1950s and 60s on the upper floor couldn’t 

compete with the knockout blow from the 1980s; 

the prominence and focus of the Llaniestyn works 

had been made clear by then and aptly put by 

Jocelyn Kynch “Downstairs, I felt in the hands of 

a genius with so much to see”. It was a pleasure.

Gillian Ayres Calypso 1985

Gillian Ayres  Brood 1962
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This article grew out of curiosity about Amelia 

“Unity” Thomas, an artist who did murals and 

graffiti that I liked and wanted to understand. 

Her use of colour was luminous, her lines flowed 

and there were words. You can see her work and 

projects alive or online (links are at the end of this 

article).

We talked at her home in Tongwynlais, below the 

magical Castell Coch and beech woods. Amelia 

is a thoughtful activist artist with a passion for 

community. She identifies herself, not as a street 

artist, but through hip-hop culture.  She explained 

about hip-hop and how happenstance drew her 

into it.

While at Nottingham University, doing design 

studies, she happened upon a tape which 

included “Three Feet High & Rising” by De La 

Soul, and loved it.  In London, a cousin happened 

to show her a graffiti magazine containing drawing 

like ones she was doing on bits of wood from 

Understanding Amelia

Jocelyn Kynch talked to Amelia “Unity” Thomas about her art
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skips. In a Cardiff graffiti hub, she heard of places 

to go and paint with others. While DJ-ing she 

happened to meet Kwamikazee, a bboy (break-

dancer) through whom she learned to break. 

Cardiff, she tells me, has good overlaps between 

the four elements of hip-hop – poetry, music, 

dance and art. The main hip-hop nights are at 

Gwdihw, and she names three main organic 

collectives, the Hold-Up, Hully Gully and Starving 

Artists, who put on nights and give platforms for 

DJs and MCs.

She has an ongoing conversation with herself 

“what would I be if I had gone to art school and 

studied academically?” I suspect an academic 

might have been pontificating about hip-hop as 

a form in Outsider art. We discuss the barriers 

around labelling in the arts: some people will avoid 

rap but willingly go if it is called “spoken word”, 

while rappers wouldn’t go near an evening called 

“poetry”. She likes to cross over such barriers. 

She talks about another type of barrier. Graffiti, 

she says, is hard to understand because it is 

not trying to be accessible outside the hip-hop 

culture. Graffiti is making art for each other – “It is 

what it is”.  This distinguishes graffiti from street 

art which, she argues, tries to be political or to 

joke (although street art of Banksy opens minds 

to graffiti culture).  She sees graffiti purely as the 

visual representation of hip-hop culture, which 

grew on the street from a society which excludes 

people, puts them in a box and forgets them.

We discuss the other representations of hip-

hop: breakdancing, DJing and rap.  They take 

place inside a circle of participants as a form 

of community. The battles are both fun and 

seriously competitive – we talk about them more, 

later, because they are one reason that women 

can feel uncomfortable around hip-hop. Breaking 

battles are not personal, but rap battles are no 

holds barred - colour, sex, whatever.  There’s 

also a compliment soft form, which is lighter, 

entertaining and funnier than the traditional battle 

of insults.

Before we discuss women and hip-hop, Amelia 

explains some graffiti terms and processes.  An 

artist’s name, used as a work, is a tag and some 

artists do tags only. Amelia uses different words 

– Unity, Peace, Love and Hope.  A throw-up is 

quick bubble-writing, maybe 5 minutes.  A piece 

(short for masterpiece) takes longer.  When graffiti 

artists work together in a planned way, it is called 

a production, or a jam when they just turn up as 

a group.  

Amelia’s preferred materials are MTN 94 spray 

paints and Astrocaps (pressure on different parts 

of the cap produces variations).  She prepares 

canvasses with spray paint and uses Posca pens 

(which can be layered up).

Before a production, the artists meet up and 

plan, including colour schemes and visuals. One 

of Amelia’s first collaborations was with PyKlops, 

now in London, who did faces while Amelia 

did letters. After our talk, she was off to do a 

spacewoman and Unity.

Collaborations strike me as unusual among 

artists; in fact, isolation of women artists remains 

one reason for Women’s Arts Association to exist. 

Amelia says working together helps one another, 

drawing out confidence and competences as 

well as being fuelled by competitiveness. The 

mix seems intrinsic to hip-hop culture.

Collaborations in productions or jams are high 
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energy and physical.  Murals are big, requiring 

painting high and low, moving, being with others 

in public space that doesn’t belong to anyone.  

Emotions are let go in the piece. If anyone has 

an issue, even subconsciously, it gets worked 

through, almost like group therapy.

I ask about women and hip-hop.  Amelia has not 

herself met discrimination.  She observes that 

“with the fun things you get less women” and 

later remarks that hip-hop “attracts women not 

into ‘female’ forms like shopping.” We are back to 

barriers, which don’t affect her. There are women 

in hip-hop online including herself and Rufus 

Musafa who make a two-woman force of nature.

Amelia found plenty of women and support 

in training for breakdancing. However, the  

competitions, with positive support for “your 

crew” but very negative towards others – an off-

putting downside of the clan mentality.

She takes this further: a woman in breaking is 

judged doubly – first as a woman, and only then 

as a dancer.  In rap battles, men are paired on 

their ability, their skill on the mic, but women are 

often paired against each other and not on skill.

Is hip-hop misogynist, I ask.  There are two sides 

to this. Commercially, any violence, racism or 

misogyny about in rap have been exploited.  At 

grassroots, rappers speak against it and Amelia 

is firm that it is “alien to our culture”.  The other 

side is that in rap battles anything goes, but there 

is a right of reply or to get called out and hugs 

afterwards, all love and respect.  We agree battles 

can be uncomfortable.   

Love and respect do seem important, and there 

are rules embedded in this culture.  For example, 

murals don’t last: “paint it, take a photo and say 

goodbye”.  If  painting over someone’s piece, 

it must be all covered up.  Amelia is a strong 

advocate of mentoring as a means to pass on 

the rules.  She is a firm believer in mastering the 

framework before pushing the boundaries – and 

she does like to push boundaries.

She is exploring graffiti culture in new ways. She 

has done a SnowDog for Ty Hafan (the children’s 

hospice) and got others to put their tags on it.  Her 

session in Follifest, and others in Newport, are 

for youngsters already doing graffiti or rapping 

instead of the easier workshop sign-ups.  

Her approach is bringing new projects, some 

including other WAA members like Marion 

Cheung, Rose Davies and Rufus Musafa.  She 

has plans and hope.

Meanwhile, closer to Tongwynlais, there’s a 

SuperDragon in the school, throw-ups under 

the M4 bridge and a few pieces in woods on the 

Garth beyond the Taf river.  Look out for Unity, 

Peace, Love and Hope.

Jocelyn Kynch, December 2017

www.millimagic.com

Llanover Hall Arts Centre, Romilly Road, Cardiff, CF5 1FH
email: office@womensarts.co.uk • www.womensarts.co.uk • Twitter @WomensArts
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
MARCH 8TH

Come and join the WAA celebrations on the 9th at Llanover Hall Cardiff
and on the 10th at Art Central Barry



Michelle Williams Made Less Than 1% of Mark Wahlberg’s 
Fee for ‘All The Money In The World’ Reshoots

https://slate.com/arts/2018/01/mark-wahlberg-donates-
his-all-the-money-in-the-world-reshoot-money-to-times-
up.html

What vision of female liberation and modernity might 
women dream for themselves? Radical Women showcases 
a range of politically engaged artworks by female-identified 
artists, focused on resistance to the military dictatorships 
between 1965 and 1980, but the show makes clear that 
sexual assault is a tool of state power.

https://hyperallergic.com/422511/required-reading-
356/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_
campaign=sw

New research has shown that female visual artists are 
currently experiencing a pay gap as large as 50% less 
than their male counterparts. Even while 74% of art 
school graduates are women, these numbers just aren’t 
being reflected when it comes to women making art their 
livelihoods.

https://hhhhappy.com/study-reveals-that-women-in-the-
arts-experience-a-50-pay-gap/

Pictures From the 2017 Women’s Marches on Every 
Continent

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/01/21/world/
womens-march-pictures.html?smid=fb-share

ON LINE

To contribute information about creative women contact Women’s Arts
email: office@womensarts.co.uk * Twitter @WomensArts
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News items from the WAA facebook page
 http://www.facebook.com/WomensArtsAssociation

Non-facebook members can view Women’s Arts facebook page too



Women’s Arts Association

The History of the Association

The Women’s Arts Association is a vibrant and responsive organisation 

committed to addressing isolation and exclusion experienced by women 

in the arts and the wider community. WAA works in partnership with 

practitioners, communities and funding bodies to develop accessible, 

creative opportunities for women, celebrating diversity and equality across 

all art forms. 

The Association began as the Arts Discussion Group within the Women’s Committee of the South 

Glamorgan County Council, in 1984. The group became the South East Wales Women’s Arts 

Association and a registered charity in 1997.

 

The Association organised its 1st annual International Women’s Day festival in 1986. This involved 

displays and exhibitions of work by women from a variety of art forms. The celebration of International 

Women’s Day remains part of WAA’s exhibitions and events programme.

 

Until 1994 all work for the association was carried out on a voluntary basis. In that year WAA gained 

its 1st funding from Cardiff Council, which enabled it to employ its 1st member of staff. The Co-

ordinator worked initially for two days per week from a small base in the Old Library, The Hayes, 

Cardiff. In 1995 WAA moved to Ely Bridge, West Cardiff, due to the redevelopment of the Old Library 

building.

 

During this time WAA built on its capital and project fundraising to nance additional activity including 

three-year community arts projects and an expansion into digital arts training. WAA was awarded 

with its 1st Arts Council of Wales revenue grant for the year 2000/2001. 

In 2011 the Arts Council of Wales removed its revenue funding from Women’s Arts. It said that in the 

1980s when the Association began there was a clear need to support such an organisation but today 

this isn’t the case. The Trustees and members of Women’s Arts disagree and continue to provided 

support for women in all artistic disciplines.

Women’s Arts is a non-judgemental organisation. Registered Charity, number 1060383. 

To contribute information about creative women contact Women’s Arts
email: office@womensarts.co.uk * Twitter @WomensArts
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Women’s Arts Association

Llanover Hall Arts Centre, Romilly Road, Cardiff, CF5 1FH
email: office@womensarts.co.uk • www.womensarts.co.uk
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Women’s Arts Membership
Associate membership £10.00, Ordinary membership is free.

Ordinary membership to WAA is free. However, WAA relies heavily on membership subscriptions to help its activities in 
supporting women artists. Associate membership costs £10 per year and provides: opportunities to network with other 
members; routes to promote your work and discounts on selected events. 
If you would like to become a member, please download and complete a membership form from the membership 
section of our website www.womensarts.co.uk. This can be emailed to of office@womensarts.co.uk (please put 
‘membership’ in the subject line)  or posted to: Women’s Arts Association, Llanover Hall Arts Centre, Romilly Road, 
Cardiff CF5 1FH. 
If you are becoming an Associate Member, please tick the appropriate box and either send a cheque for £10, payable 
to Women’s Arts Association, or set up a bank transfer or standing order. If you are emailing your membership form, 
please remember to let us know if you will be paying funds directly into our account.

Women’s Arts Association
Sort Code: 08-90-03
Account No: 50013461
at
Cooperative Bank PLC
16-17 High Street
Cardiff CF10 1AY

To become an ordinary member, email or post a membership form to
Women’s Arts Association, Llanover Hall Arts Centre, Romilly Road, Cardiff, CF5 1FH

INFORMATION
The postal address for the Women’s Arts Association has changed.  Emails messages are answered as soon as can be 
arranged. (see below).

www.womensarts.co.uk
The website carries feeds from WAA’s facebook page and Twitter posts.  It covers WAA events, members work, general 
information, the eNewsletter to download and archived old newsletters etc.

The eBulletin is sent to all members on a regular basis when there is art news to circulate.
eBulletin@womensarts.co.uk.

The eNewsletter will be available when there is enough content to make an interesting publication.  This, in the 
main, will be dependent on members’ contributions.  We aim for at least twice a year but ideally we would like it to be 
quarterly.
eNewsletter@womensarts.co.uk

www.facebook.com/WomensArtsAssociation
Women’s Arts facebook page has more immediate information of interest to women. To date the page is not open for 
contributions direct, members will have to email pertinent material to the page administrators for posting.  We have 
revived the group page where members can share their thoughts and ideas with each other, The Network of Women’s 
Arts Association.
Non-facebook members can view the page at the above address.

Twitter @WomensArts

Anyone who would like to volunteer for Women’s Arts please contact the Chair.
office@womensarts.co.uk


